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A Case Study in Capital Allocation: Philadelphia & Reading

In 1955, Ben Graham took control of P&R. Over the next 12 years, Graham 
transformed P&R from a failing coal mine into a high-return holding 
company.

Here's why P&R was Buffett's:
- Largest investment
- Berkshire template
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P&R was "a leading producer of anthracite coal." Anthracite was a dying 
market that had been "artificially inflated" by a postwar boom. And the 
boom allowed P&R to do "pretty well from 1946 on" despite management 
that ran the company "like a fine old nonprofit."

Enter Ben Graham
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Why'd Graham like P&R?

Three reasons: "room for smart management to make improvements"; an 
"overcapitalized" balance sheet and "enormous" inventories; and an $18 
stock vs $2 of EPS and $32 of equity.

"It was tailored to Ben Graham's specifications as an attractive 
investment."
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Graham paid $18 for P&R in 1952. But "whatever Graham intended, it 
soon became painfully apparent that P&R's foreign business was falling 
apart, that the brief bulge in domestic demand was collapsing and that 
anthracite was once again resuming its thirty-year-old downhill slide."
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"Catastrophic" results pushed the stock down from $18 to $7. The decline, 
along with the fact that "Graham had made fortunes through shrewd 
moves in and out of other situations," attracted coattail investors who 
"followed him into P&R."

One of those investors: Warren Buffett
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Buffett started buying P&R in 1953. He bought more when the stock fell to 
$9. And "by the end of 1954 he had put $35K into it," making P&R his 
"largest position" and accounting for more than 35% of his net worth.
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Graham took over P&R in May 1955. He "proposed turning it into a 
holding company, using its considerable cash resources to diversify, and its 
considerable tax losses to offset profits." And he gave his partner's son 
Howard Newman the job of finding "companies for P&R to buy."
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Newman approached Jack Goldfarb about selling Union Underwear. The 
company licensed the Fruit of the Loom brand and was "the biggest maker 
of men's underwear in the country." "The timing couldn't have been 
better," and Newman struck a "beauty" of a deal.
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Just how beautiful?

P&R paid $12.5M (net) for $3.0M of pre-tax earnings. And they financed 
$9.0M of the $12.5M with a non-interest-bearing seller note "payable 
from 50% of any Union earnings in excess of $1M."

The deal was so good it gave Warren "goosebumps."
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It gets better.

A month after the Union deal closed, P&R bought Acme Boot, "the 
country's largest maker of moderate-priced cowboy, outdoor and 
Wellington boots." They paid four times earnings and financed 50% of the 
purchase price with a non-interest-bearing seller note.
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"Wall Street watched with an air of unbelief."

Over the next three years, Graham and Newman's capital allocation 
transformed P&R from a "dilapidated old miner" losing $3M a year to a 
growing holding company with $7M of profits and a 17% return on equity.
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At a $9 purchase price, Buffett paid 2.3X 1956 EPS of $3.88 and just 1.3X 
the $7.06 EPS after tax carryforwards. EPS grew to $6.19 in 1958 and the 
multiple expanded to mid-teens. By early 1959, P&R's stock traded above 
$100 a share.

Buffett's return (est):
- 11.1X MOIC
- 62% IRR
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Newman continued to build P&R into a diversified holding company, 
buying everything from toy makers to steel mills. Then in 1968, Newman 
and Graham sold P&R to Northwest Industries.

Graham-Newman's return (est):
- 11.8X MOIC
- 18% IRR
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Northwest Industries went on to compound in the mid-teens for the next 
two decades. And Buffett called Northwest's CEO Ben Heineman a 
"managerial superstar" in his 1981 Berkshire letter.
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